CLASSROOM LINKS
Up to Speed
by Rosalind Sydney
in association with
Catherine Wheels Theatre Company

Before the performance
Please go to the Resources section of our website
www.theatreinschoolsscotland.com. There are
two very short films that may be useful to help you
prepare your class for a theatre experience in the
school hall, one for you and one to show them.
We prefer the children to enjoy the performance
without prior knowledge of the story but provide
this information for teachers to link to classroom
plans after the show.

Background show and story
information for teachers
Up To Speed is about two Primary 6 pupils. It is
funny, warm, poignant and exciting. It is a story
about friendship, feeling lost and …the possibilities
of time travel. Below is a synopsis of the story. (It
doesn’t give everything away - we want you to
enjoy the story too!)
When you and the class first enter the hall Jade
will be there waiting to do her presentation for
science week. When everyone is seated Jade will
attempt to introduce herself and the science topic
she is going to talk about. But she is nervous and as
she continues she gets mixed up and increasingly
anxious and confused until everything goes a
bit wrong.
When the audience find this funny Jade is
mortified. She is used to being the best at
everything she does. She tries to explain to the
audience why it’s all going wrong and that it’s all

her classmate Barnaby’s fault for not turning up
to school that day. But in doing so, she lets slip to
the audience that she thinks something bad might
have happened to Barnaby.
Jade realises she can control her memory like a
remote control and show the audience what has
happened with her and Barnaby over the past
few weeks!
As Jade brings the audience up to speed with
events, they learn about Barnaby and his unusual
traits. They meet other classmates and teachers,
they listen to conversations with parents and get
a glimpse in to Barnaby and Jade’s lives at school
and at home. As Jade investigates her memories
she realises that things aren’t always as they seem,
and Barnaby has been a better friend to her than
she has to him.
Suddenly Barnaby arrives at school. The audience
is there to witness whether or not Jade takes
responsibility for her behaviour, and ultimately
whether or not she and Barnaby have a friendship
in the future…

Issues to be aware of
Issues of bereavement and divorce are touched on
in the story.
The performance is 50 minutes. The children will
sit on carpets, with a couple of rows of benches,
mats and chairs behind. The stage manager will
greet you as you enter the hall and show the
children where to sit.

Curriculum for Excellence Resources:
Health And Well Being
I am learning skills and strategies which will support me in
challenging times, particularly in relation to change and loss.
HWB 0-07a / HWB 1-07a / HWB 2-07a / HWB 3-07a /
HWB 4-07a
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of
abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school
community one which values individuals equally and is a
welcoming place for all.
HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a / HWB 3-10a / HWB 4-10a
Literacy and English
As I listen or watch, I can identify and discuss the purpose,
main ideas and supporting detail contained within the text,
and use this information for different purposes. LIT 2-04a

Ideas for after the performance
Talking About Theatre:
There is a resource labelled ‘Talking About Theatre’
on our website. The class is guided through an
intuitive process by a theatre critic character called
Stevie. Stevie supports pupils in critically analysing
a performance they have seen.
Discussion on the Story:
Time Travel
Discuss the year 2032. How old will you be then?
What will your life be like? What will you be doing?
Where will you be living? How will the world have
changed? What technology and transport might
you use?
If you could travel to any time in the past when and
where would you go? Can you draw it and describe
your adventure?
Did Barnaby travel through time? How did he do it?

Can you design a Time Machine? What does it look
like? How does it work? What fuels it? Pretend to
be a famous Scientist or Inventor and present your
ideas and design to the rest of your group.
Friendships
What did Jade learn about being a better friend to
Barnaby by the end of the story? What qualities
make a good friend?
What different emotions did the characters feel
throughout the story? Did your emotions change as
you watched the story unfold? Did anything in the
story surprise you? How did that make you feel?

Find out more about Theatre in Schools Scotland
at www.theatreinschoolsscotland.com

